COLLABORATE WITH THE INDIA GATEWAY

There are a myriad of opportunities to partner and collaborate in India. The Ohio State India Gateway can help facilitate the following:

- Research Collaborations
- Corporate Engagement
- Student Opportunities
- Programs and Conferences

RESEARCH COLLABORATIONS

The India Gateway is strategically connected with academia as well as government entities and affiliated agencies in India through targeted collaborations.

CORPORATE ENGAGEMENT

Partnerships with large industrial conglomerates in India build networks and opportunities that strengthen and advance Ohio State’s engagement in India. The novel approach for engaging U.S.-based industry operating in India with Ohio State opens the door for mutually beneficial teaching and learning exchanges in a variety of fields. Outreach efforts highlight the successful consortium approach developed in Columbus as a best practice to be adopted and/or leveraged by partners in India.

STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

FISHER COLLEGE OF BUSINESS GLOBAL PROJECTS
The Global Applied Projects program is an opportunity for Fisher College of Business MBA students to gain international experience by working on real world business challenges in global locations for Fisher corporate partners and project sponsors. The Global Applied Projects combines a spring semester, second session international consulting/project management course and a three-week May term in-country, immersive living and work experience.

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Ohio State has more than 200 undergraduate majors and 280 graduate and professional programs that help shape students with a wide range of interests and skills. Approximately 68,000 students attend Ohio State, which makes it easy for companies, nonprofits and government offices to find students with skill sets to match their needs.

PROGRAMS AND CONFERENCES
The Ohio State India Gateway and Ohio State’s colleges and departments are interested in hosting events alongside partners in India. Building on the full strength of Ohio State’s teaching and research, we have partnered for symposiums, conferences, master classes and workshops, in a variety of areas.
EXECUTION EXCELLENCE PROGRAM

Students in the post graduate management program at the SP Jain Institute of Management in Mumbai participated in a weeklong immersion experience at Ohio State’s Fisher College of Business. As part of Fisher’s annual Center for Operations Excellence Summit, students heard from global business leaders and visited industries to learn about latest trends, leadership traits and cultural changes required for creating an environment of excellence in organizations. Through a networking dinner at Ohio Stadium, students were able to connect with students and faculty from Fisher as well as area business leaders.

“They appreciated the inputs on concepts like standard work, radical transparency and lean thinking and felt that they could apply some of these at the team level to start with. They also appreciated the learnings on lean management and people management and felt that it could be applied in their area of work.”

– Jyoti Jagasia, associate director of the executive management program

IIT BOMBAY – OHIO STATE FRONTIER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING RESEARCH CENTER

Ohio State launched an initiative with the Indian Institute of Technology Bombay to create what is believed to be the university’s first academic research center shared outside the United States. The IIT Bombay-Ohio State Frontier Science and Engineering Research Center is a center for collaborative research shared by Ohio State and IIT Bombay. Through this new center of excellence, professional researchers from across the globe will connect and foster future project collaborations, while students from both institutions conduct collaborative research through a student exchange and scholarship program.

“The Frontier Center will make a real impact on society by bringing together leading researchers who are focused on some of the world’s most critical challenges in science and technology. By joining in this shared vision with IIT-Bombay, Ohio State has embarked on an innovative pathway to provide its students and faculty with unusual opportunities to globalize Ohio State’s impact.”

– Steven Ringel, professor and associate vice president for research and executive director of the Institute for Materials Research
TATA GROUP EMERGING LEADERS EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAM

The Fisher College of Business hosted an executive education program focused on key functional areas of business leadership and performance including innovation and disruption, operational excellence, managerial economics, strategy and markets, finance, accounting and leadership principles and practices at the Pune campus of Tata Management Training Center. The curriculum was designed for the Tata Group eMerging Leaders by Fisher College of Business Executive Education and emphasized active learning that included classroom activities based largely on case discussions, simulations and other group exercises.

“Tata Group eMerging Leaders provided a wonderful opportunity to interact with emerging leaders from a world class company about cutting edge management thinking. I know that Fisher faculty look forward to many more interactions.”

– Peter Ward, academic director for the Training Program, professor of Management Sciences and director of the Center for Operational Excellence

INTERNATIONAL EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASE CONFERENCE

The International Emerging Infectious Diseases Conference was hosted at Nanavati Super Specialty Hospital to create awareness and additional insights into the management of infectious diseases. The conference was inaugurated by U.S. Consul General Edgard D. Kagan and had more than 200 delegates, including senior consultant doctors and postgraduate students across the country.

“India has seen a rapid growth of infectious diseases in the last few years. Preventing them from growing at this pace is the need of the hour. The infectious disease conference is a great platform to discuss the increasing infectious diseases in India and develop strategies to mitigate it. This also has an impact on the productivity of our country.”

– Dr. Rajendra Patankar, chief operational officer, Nanavati Super Specialty Hospital
OUR PARTNERS IN INDIA

ACADEMIA
- Aligarh Muslim University
- Indian Institute of Science
- Indian Institute of Technology – Bombay
- Indian Institute of Technology – Kharagpur
- Indian Institute of Technology – Madras
- PSG Institute of Advanced Sciences
- Punjab Agriculture University
- SP Jain Institute of Management Research

INDUSTRY AND CORPORATE
- Foundation for Neglected Disease Research
- Godrej Consumer Products Ltd
- Jain Irrigation
- Mahindra Institute of Quality
- TATA Management Training Center

HOSPITALS
- All India Institute of Medical Science
- Nanavati Super Specialty Hospital
- P.D. Hinduja National Hospital & Medical Research Centre
- TATA Memorial Center

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
- Automotive Research Association of India
- Government of India – Department of Science and Technology
- Indian Council for Agricultural Research
- Institute for Microbial Technologies
- International Centre for Automotive Technology
- United States Agency for International Development
- United States Food and Drug Administration
- United States-India Science and Technology Endowment Fund
- United States-India Educational Foundation
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

The Ohio State University's campus in Columbus, Ohio has been the stage for academic achievement and a laboratory for innovation since its founding in 1870. The university's main campus is one of America's largest and most comprehensive. As Ohio's best and one of the nation's top-20 public universities, Ohio State is further recognized by a top-rated academic medical center and a premier cancer hospital and research center.

INDIA GATEWAY

Ohio State opened Global Gateways in Shanghai, China (2010), Mumbai, India (2012) and São Paulo, Brazil (2014) for Ohio State to foster connections and facilitate opportunities for students, researchers, alumni and partners. The India Gateway builds upon Ohio State’s years of partnership and strategic engagement with India. It focuses on four key areas: students, research, alumni and partnerships.

CONTACT

Contact us to find partners and begin collaborating in India!

+91 22 2202 0631 (India)
+1 614-292-6101 (USA)

indiagateway@osu.edu
oia.osu.edu/india

READY, SET, GO

1 | Contact the India Gateway (indiagateway@osu.edu) with your idea or interest.
2 | Utilize the India Gateway’s network to connect with the appropriate individuals at Ohio State.
3 | Partner together on a plan of action.
4 | Determine a timeline.
5 | Start collaborating!